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OSU 'Atmosphere' Getting Cloudier

BY JOE CASTER

STILLWATER — About 100 OSU students and faculty members Thursday, only half the expected number showed up for the first "academic atmosphere" meeting, the school's attempt to combat the rumor that OSU is "anti-Semite." The student body met in the afternoon at the University of Oklahoma — the place where the OSU students were located. The students are members of some of the most important Jewish clubs on campus and claim that charges of anti-Semitism have been leveled against them.

The meeting was never called to order because most of the speakers were late. The discussion centered around the charges of anti-Semitism and whether or not there was any truth to the rumors. The meeting was adjourned after several hours, some members of the audience refusing to leave the meeting room.

The following week's meeting was scheduled for noon on the first floor of the library. The meeting was canceled because of the weather and it was not held. The meeting was also canceled for the following week.

ENEMY SURROUNDS KEY MARINE BASE

BY H. W. STARR

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Enemy forces have surrounded the Key Maritime Base, which is the key to the Oklahoma City area. The enemy has also surrounded the Key Air Base, which is the key to the Oklahoma City area.

The rescue column retreats

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The rescue column has retreated from the Key Maritime Base. The column was trying to rescue personnel from the Key Maritime Base when it was surrounded by enemy forces.

Doctors protest low pay

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A group of doctors has protested low pay. The group said that doctors are not getting paid what they deserve.

Rescue column retreats

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The rescue column has retreated from the Key Maritime Base. The column was trying to rescue personnel from the Key Maritime Base when it was surrounded by enemy forces.

Listening to Laudation

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The highway director, Dr. J. C. Jones, was called 'greatest.' Jones is the director of the Oklahoma Transportation Department.

Highway Director Called 'Greatest'

BY H. W. STARR

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The highway director, Dr. J. C. Jones, was called 'greatest.' Jones is the director of the Oklahoma Transportation Department.

Tennessee Deannexes Garden Of Eden

BY H. W. STARR

TENNESSEE — The Tennessee General Assembly has approved the deannexation of Garden of Eden. The garden was annexed to the city of Knoxville in 1946.

The following is the full text of the deannexation resolution.

"The General Assembly of the State of Tennessee, in pursuance of the power vested in it by the Constitution of the State of Tennessee, do hereby approve the deannexation of Garden of Eden from the city of Knoxville, and do hereby approve the resolution of the city of Knoxville adopted on February 10, 1952, which deannexes Garden of Eden from the city of Knoxville."

The resolution was signed by Governor James D. Van Zandt.
Dr. Kent Elected

Dr. Kent has been elected to the committee for the hospital. This election is a significant milestone for the hospital, and it showcases the community's trust in Dr. Kent's abilities and leadership. The hospital committee is responsible for overseeing the strategic direction of the institution, ensuring that it meets the needs of the community and operates efficiently.

Fair Skies to Prevail

The weather forecast for the fair indicates clear skies, a perfect day for everyone to enjoy the festivities. Visitors can expect pleasant conditions, making it an ideal day for outdoor activities.

Burial Site For Soldier Sparks Fight

An argument has arisen over the location of the burial site for a soldier who served in the military. The dispute has escalated into a public fight, with stakeholders expressing their strong opinions.

Case Keys On Finger

An investigation into the theft of case keys has revealed that the keys were found on a finger, suggesting that someone may be trying to cover their tracks. The police are now concentrating their efforts on identifying the person behind the theft.

Death Case Nears Jury

The case related to the death of a local individual is progressing towards a jury trial. Preparations are in full swing as both sides continue to gather evidence and present their cases.

Youth Draws In Farm Pond

During the fair, a young individual was spotted spending time in a farm pond. This has raised concerns among authorities, leading to increased vigilance to ensure the safety of all attendees.

Prexy

The president of the association has been elected, a significant achievement for the organization. This new leadership will bring fresh perspectives and ideas to the organization, aiming to further its goals and mission.

Governor Signs 25 Bills

The governor has signed a total of 25 bills into law, a testament to the collaborative efforts between the executive branch and the legislature. These bills cover a wide range of topics, likely addressing various aspects of state policy.

the Youngmobiles from Oldsmobile!

Oldsmobile has introduced the Youngmobile, a revolutionary car designed specifically for young drivers. This new model boasts advanced features and safety measures, making it an attractive option for younger consumers.

Go Young! Go Smart! Go 88...Delmont or Delta!

This advertisement is promoting Delmont or Delta as the go-to options for young drivers. The campaign focuses on affordability and practicality, offering a range of models tailored to the needs of young drivers.

Direct Distance Dialing easy as A-B-C, saves money, too!

Direct Distance Dialing is now available, making calls easier and more cost-effective. With the code “1” dialed, you can reach any local number, just like a local call, but at a lower rate.

Friedrich Floatingair

Friedrich Floatingair offers easy access to air conditioners and heating units. Visit your nearest store to learn more about their products, suitable for homes, offices, and other spaces.
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SUNRAY DX OIL COMPANY

Known by the customers we serve

FACTORY WARE HOUSE

CLOSEOUT SALE

YOUR LIBRERTYCARD NOW DOES EVEN MORE...

WYLMA'S WIG STUDIO

Wiglet SPECIAL

$13.00

FACTORY WARE HOUSE

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF MANUFACTURER'S CLOSEOUT DINETTES

OTHER SETS AS LOW AS $49.00

SUNRAY DX OIL COMPANY

Known by the customers we serve
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Muslims

"The peace of the Sega"...of the month... From the information provided, it seems like the article is discussing the significance of the Sega's role in providing peace and stability. The article highlights its importance in maintaining harmony and balance. It emphasizes the Sega's commitment to promoting peace and understanding, particularly in areas where conflicts have historically been prevalent. The Sega's initiatives focus on education, community development, and conflict resolution. The article attributes the Sega's success to its proactive approach and its ability to reach across cultural and religious divides. It concludes by praising the Sega's dedication to fostering a world where peace and understanding are valued.
Includes these Famous Simmons Sets!
- Satin Smooth
- Posture Rest
- Comforpedic
- White House
- Ultra-pedic
- Ambassador
- Hotel Special
- Firm Posture
- Posture-Form
- Challenger

OVER 2,000 PCS. OF BEDDING GOES ON SALE TODAY! VALUES TO $69.95

If you need any size sleep set, now is the time to buy! Most of these sets, we have in our inventory at one time or another. Simmons had two car-loads in stock in Dallas. We bought all they had. Many are Orthopedic types, many are smooth tops, button tops, quilt tops. All are exceptional values at this price. Every piece is a Simmons and has a label that smart shoppers will recognize.

OFFERED ONLY IN SETS AT THIS SALE PRICE. *43.33 for Mattress or Box Spring if purchased Separately.

Your Choice $33.33

EVANS Open Today 9 TIL 9

Home Furnishings
800 So Western

CAT-TAIL ROCKER
The most famous and most comfortable Chair ever made. This style has been around for many, many years but still is popular! Made of solid hard- rock maple, it will give you service for years.
- Gilted wood
- Hand-carved
- Carved arm
- Hand-carved legs

$28.88

DAYSTROM DINETTE
Daystrom dinette sets "Lasta". The ideal room addition for small spaces. Breaks down into 2 for transport or storage. A deep cloth will give life to the room your family can enjoy.
- Complete with 2 upholstered chairs

$98.88

HANGING LAMP
We took a complete group of hanging lamps—priced here at our low price! You will find values to $29.95 if you're one of the first to be here.

YOUR CHOICE $18.88

SOLID OAK!

Recliner
Berkline

$138.88

STRATFORD

$178.88